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69Monthsly Listeners4FlowersSantiago, CL49 Lastinerscepu, CL4 LISTENERSConccion, CL4 Lastinerasla Serena, CL3 Lastinarsmilaappala, CL2 Lastensalas Ereos Spotify app From TenLegalPrivacyCookieAbout Is A Paradise for in Full in The Abyss who really know how to enjoy a song and is definitely one of the best music-deprived services in existence. The only problem is that it is not available to
Brazil, we had to use a device from abroad. With this we can listen to music whenever and wherever we want, we have the alternative to free listening or getting paid account, which provides us with more tools. In the United States, radio stations are completely free. In Brazil, we'll see what the functions of free applications are. In this text, we will experience its design and design, search and explain every
part for you. You can download Stuffy only in The Brazilian appStore you will not be able to find this application, so you will be able to download it which you need to access the UsappStore. It is available for devices with iOS 5.0 or more. In the premium account, which is full of attractions, we have two options: pay $4.99 per month and have the same possibilities on computers and notes booked at $9.99,
such as smartphones, tablets and more. The chances of this paid account are very attractive: • Access millions of song; • Listen to listen through offline song or streaming; • Share music with friends; • Include song in artist, albums and favorites; • Synchronize music; • Create and share playlists; • Last.Fm and send the song to Facebook; It's great that Spotify mark Zuckerberg, Facebook director and
founder, also approved the application and publicly appreciated it. The Billboard itself and time magazine also voted their positive, comparing the application to the ship and iPod. After installing, we'll start it and start searching. When we started, we realized that its design is very beautiful and comfortable and with comfortable design buttons and quick operation. On the initial screen, a key features window
and experience option appear. We have 48 hours to prove their objectives, which is much less time than other species, which offer up to 15 days to try. We can pick up our favorite sings, discover the latest releases, listen to the song and build our own playlists. If you are abroad, you can tap the bar below we can see the TRY SPOTIFY button to start the trial period and link the login here. In this last option,
a tab appears giving you the option to attach to the current Stuffy account or the possibility of using Facebook yourself. Let's go back to the previous window and try SPOTIFY for free. Then, we also have the option to use Facebook at the top, or create the account below. If you give To create a new account to mix services, you must sign up with e-mail and then enter your e-mail and password. In the next
phase, we were able to change the username and enter age and sex. When we attach, a new screen is questioned that we want to attach via Facebook. After refusing or accepting, they report that the 48-hour trial time begins now. The Spotify application is not available through AppStore and it also makes it impossible to create a new account in the national area. But even everything is a way, I'll also
explain a simple way for the public: 1. Download the Tinal Bear program on your computer on this site 2. After installation, change the correct center button we and register your account on Well, after all this effort we were able to use The Stuffy in the Brazilian territories. On the main page, we see the news screen and a lines icon in the upper left-hand side. By taping this icon, we can see seven options:
search, discover, radio, playlist, inbox, friends and settings. First, let's find the window that is already open when starting the application. On this screen you will find several songs, songs, albums that are recommended to you. It is available in vertical form, where you can go down to see other games. If you want to play a song from a specific band, you must press the Next Play button below each
presentation poster. Or if you want to add a playlist you recommend, click Save as A Focus. There are playlists created by other users, where you can also listen to their playlist by pressing the list follow the button below each playlist you want to follow. In the featured band, you can play a prominent song of this band next, or if you don't want to listen to the whole song, you can hold your finger on the press
and bottom right-hand -(&gt;) button. In addition, you can access the band page by clicking the band picture, where you can view albums, singles and appearances of this band. Finally, in the lower-end, you can read a short book of this band and if you want to read the entire book, just press the right arrow which is in the lower right-hand side. On the highlightplaylist, you can also play a piece of this playlist
to see if you like the sound on this list and the bottom right -of-the-bottom right -(&gt; ) button is by catching your finger. You can also save this list as a playlist and save it to your playlist and finally you can view all the games in this list by pressuring the background picture. Within this list, you can: Play all the games Play Shuffle), start a radio station based on this album (start album radio), remove the entire
album from your star list (Unstar), share albums with your friends (save on list request These possibilities, you can also, by going to the right corner of each song... Buttons, add one of them to one of your playlists( add to playlist), remove from your Star List (Unstar), add to your song queue (start queue), share (share), go to the Artatis page (part radio). In the user-created playlist, you can: Start radio based
on this list (Star Playlist Radio), share this list (add to the sharing list) and it's played in random mode (under Shuffle Game). In addition, you also have all the features mentioned above for a specific song. Hit the top left button to access the functions of the menu and then access the first written search icon. Appears a high time, giving us the option to type text. As an example I will type the queen to test. We
can find artists, albums and song in search. When we play in some band, we access the band page, where you can read the full document by just pressing the right arrow under the band's image, just below your albums list, then a list of all their singles and finally a list of all the films in which the song appears in some perspective. When we play in a film, we can see all the games that have been played in all.
Back to the left menu, let's play the radio. In this window, we are likely to have a new station where the search bar will appear and we can choose what we want to hear. In the current station we can see the station that is being paid or not. At recommended stations, The Stuffy shows us stations based on the radios we've heard recently. At style stations, we are able to select a station based on category
such as alternatives, black metal, blues, classics and so on. On playing in any type, we are directing the player where this type of selection will be played. On the list, on the left menu, we can see playlists that are downloaded and favorite sings. At the top bar, in the right-hand side, is an edit button where it will be displayed in the upper left-hand side + button where we can create a new list. To create a new
list, just put a name on it and press the creation button to create. By playing playlists, we can access radiobased on existing games, share them, see the owner and how many people have signed up for it. We can also end the need to download the device's song To hear them. To do this just tap on the available offline that all the song on your list will start to download into your device while retaining the
initial name of your list. To delete a song, we should go on the upper right-hand side edit and then press the red button which is to the left of each song. In the inbox, we can view messages someone has sent us. In friends, we can see all the people who have joined or accepted us as friends. Yet within friends, by the pressure on a friend's name, you can see all the lists that the user has and with it, all
songs, as well as watching the song. When we're listening to a music or radio, the player in its low form appears at the bottom of the screen, where we can stop or continue to play a song. When you tap this bar, the whole player appears. We can see the album names and pictures, the name of the song, in additional options in the upper left-hand side (share, join your starlist, add, start radio, shuffle and
replay) runtime and tomorrow, stop, past and fast forward.. Sliding anywhere, we were able to change songs, songs in an easy and beautiful way. In the upper right-hand side we can close it. In settings, which can be achieved by the left menu, we have four tabs: playback, social, music quality, push notifications and about it. In playback we can turn offline mode on or off, which closes internet access.
Socially, you can connect to a private session that when someone you hear has not allowed your last account to be turned on. Access to the song directly via the FM website and finally show your Stuffy activities inside Facebook. In music quality, we can select streaming and download quality, change the type of connection and etc. In push notifications, we can turn on several notifications that the app is on
or off. And finally, see where you can view the application version, license, terms and terms of use, etc. This application is highly effective and fast despite the difficulties of access to the brazallans. In terms of speed, none of the applications we tested in this category came out. Its design is simple and elegant and its information is of utmost importance, as they verify that developers ultimately want the best
for the customer. In artists and band we can see that they were movies that had them participated as a voice. These details demonstrate Your True Strength to Spotify. When you arrive in Brazil, depending on the price, the application will be the best in cost benefit, so we will stay on hold. The fastest experience by streaming music is the design of usIts is the evil, making life easier for music fans that is
helping us in time to influence an accountanforumation, thus the release date of the album and the movie song that is played Available for Brazalianswa and want to find and add Friendstotlal in English to access the site through a software to make the lives of these people a simple accountable suo-moto
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